
Some elements, any thing - ev en the DNA can - be 
built 

Bacterium legóból 
Élőlénytervező competition for young scientists 

Whether we like it or not, genetic engineering is 
almost routine work 
It was "made" to omprove our lives with the aid  
beneficial bacteria in the food or medicine. 
The process itself, however,  is unnecessarily a 
complicated one.  
And now, it also became standardized/ 
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If we can unravel the design of a living system 
into basic parts which we can combine with each 
other , we could take a giant step in the field of 
synthetic  biology. The idea is not as novel  as it 
sound for the first time: the industry has gone 
through the same way before. But take a look at 
the Lego invented half century ago, some cubes 
and bricks with common interface and infinite 
combinations possibilities,  you can build 

anything you imagine. 
Of course biology is a slightly more complicated than Lego; however, the major principles are the same. This is 
evidenced by the Biobrick Foundation, and the organization grew out from the wings of some open-source 
"development environment". 
The idea is coming from a trusted source, from Tom Knight who is a research engineer of Computer Science and 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in MIT, and it was first presented in public in 2002. In the propagation of biobrick 
method a scientific competition plays giant role, the iGEM. In 2004, there were only 5 teams in the first 
competition, it became 13 a year after reached 130 in this year. Next year there will be continental semi finals 
because MIT would be too small to hold the competition with such sort of scale. 
 
  A team is composed of 5 to 25 informatics, biology, physics, mathematician, chemist...and sometimes 
philosophier or art students.. Every team works on its project for one year, and the competition is about 
presenting a project and defending it. 
In 2006 there was a team working with arsenic sensors. In the final of that year there were projects regarding 
bacterial computers, artificial blood and bacteria with banana scent. 
This year the University of Debrecen is standing for Hungary as A multicultural lineup: Hungarian, Taiwanese and 
Israeli students. Some of them major in molecular biology, the others are going to be doctors. Another interesting 
thing about the team is that, three high school studentscame from Alternative Economical High School are also 
involved, and they are so young that two of them are 19 one is 16.  
The competition will be held at MIT, Boston between November 5th and 8th. The team is working on nuclear 
hormone receptors , which are 'sensors of' fat soluble molecules. This is one of the university’s leading research 
among the world, currently run by the Nagy academic team. The multi-faceted nuclear receptors can be used for 
breaking down oil contamination and for measuring the vitamin content ofthe food. 
The biobrick method is not only loved by students, but the world leaders’ laboratories also make use of this. This 
also means that the participation in the MIT competition itself can later be the reference as a door to the best 
scientific research institutions . 
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Like Lilla Ozgyin, Balint Balint Laszlo and 14 others like this. 
Original text: 
Egy-egy csapat 5 és 25 fő közötti informatikusból, biológusból, matematikusból, fizikusból, kémikusból – 
filozófusból, képzőművészből áll. 
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